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The Pull of the Moon on Earth  

The gravitational forces exerted by the Moon at several points on Earth are illustrated 

in Figure 4.16. These forces differ slightly from one another because Earth is not a 

point, but has a certain size: all parts are not equally distant from the Moon, nor are 

they all in exactly the same direction from the Moon. Moreover, Earth is not perfectly 

rigid. As a result, the differences among the forces of the Moon’s attraction on different 

parts of Earth (called differential forces) cause Earth to distort slightly. The side of 

Earth nearest the Moon is attracted toward the Moon more strongly than is the center 

of Earth, which in turn is attracted more strongly than is the side opposite the Moon. 

Thus, the differential forces tend to stretch Earth slightly into a prolate spheroid  

(a football shape), with its long diameter pointed toward the Moon. 

 

Figure 4.16 Pull of the Moon. The Moon’s differential attraction is shown on different 

parts of Earth. (Note that the differences have been exaggerated for educational 

purposes.) 

If Earth were made of water, it would distort until the Moon’s differential forces 

over different parts of its surface came into balance with Earth’s own gravitational 

forces pulling it together. Calculations show that in this case, Earth would distort from 

a sphere by amounts ranging up to nearly 1 meter. Measurements of the actual 

deformation of Earth show that the solid Earth does distort, but only about one-third 

as much as water would, because of the greater rigidity of Earth’s interior.  

Because the tidal distortion of the solid Earth amounts—at its greatest—to only 

about 20 centimeters, Earth does not distort enough to balance the Moon’s differential 

forces with its own gravity. Hence, objects at Earth’s surface experience tiny horizontal 

tugs, tending to make them slide about. These tide-raising forces are too insignificant 

to affect solid objects like astronomy students or rocks in Earth’s crust, but they do 
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